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Abstract: Numerous start-ups are being created day-by-day. Government also welcomes those by providing funds and loans. As India’s economy grows at tremendous pace there is a need for analytical models to help investors track down and predict the performance of industry. Thus, predictive models help us to find and make an informed decision about the financial markets in the future. It allows investors to predict the right shares to obtain profitable investments, banks to invest on repayable customers, mutual funds providers to predict the credit worthiness and shares in order to obtain accuracy about investments and outcomes etc. while there are many models that have been created and perfected by numerous banks and credit rating agencies with their own software tool and data analytics processing there are no such models and systems exists for common retail stock mutual fund investors. This paper mainly focuses on building an open source user friendly model that predict the future performance of concern industry based on the historical records of financial data that is available in BSE/NSE market for various stake holders by focusing on different performance parameters of the concerned company. This prediction is done using R. The Descriptive and predictive models have been created using the financial data collected for more than 3000 companies and tested on accuracy with various statistical methods like ROC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) defines credit risk as the potential bank borrower a company/organization tends to fail in full filling the repayment constrains accepted with the bank. It comprises of the chances of the borrowers delay as well as failing in repayment of the debt. A credit risk is rise of debt. The risk is for the lender and comprises the unsettled principal and interest, disruption to cash flows, and rise in cost of collection. To maintain the credit risk parameters in acceptable range is to improve the income rate with banks risk-adjusted. The proposed model can be used in following applications.

CREDIT RATING AGENCY (CRA), also called a ratings service is an organization that brands or rates a borrower’s capability and ability of repayment from his preceding credit issues (if any) and his timely repayment of debts and also valuing his/her ability by the debtor’s livelihood. This branding or rating of a borrower by the organization is known as credit ratings. In accordance with the ratings, one’s creditworthiness and loan top up sectors will increase as well as decrease based upon his/her preceding loan briefs as rated by the credit bureaus. Namely credit scores.

The mortgage backed securities and collateralized debt obligations which are rated by debt instruments of CRA’s embody government bonds, company bonds, CDs, municipal bonds, preferred shares and collateralized securities. Companies, special purpose entities, state or local governments, non-profit organizations which are the filers of obligations or securities, that affects the price per unit with higher ratings leading to lower interest rates, that a security pays out.

One of the focused trade ‘Credit Rating’ with the “Big Three” credit rating agencies which controls approximately 95% of the ratings business. Further 15% credit rating agencies in Asian country is controlled by Moody's Investors Service and customary & Poor's (S&P) along management eigtieth of the worldwide market and Fitch Ratings. This came into existence only in the later stages of 1980s. As of now, CRISIL, ICRA, CARE, SMERA, Fitch India and Brickwork Ratings are SEBI registered square measure six credit rating agencies below. The character and integrals of the loan provides the ratings of the agencies. If the credit rating is higher it leads to lower rate of interest which is offered to the organization. FORCASTING IN MUTUAL FUNDS & STOCKS: Portfolios treated by world mutual fund consists of two sets of securities, i.e. Domestic and foreign and 2 methodologies won’t to measure foretelling ability: domestic differential exposure and assertion rates. Domestic differential exposure is forecasted based on the distinction between each and every fund exposure to the domestic market and also the portfolio exposure to the domestic market where it is outperformed by foreign market. Similar to the differential exposure, Assertion rates measure the ability of fund managers in monthly basis pickup’s. The changing economic conditions in both domestic and foreign markets provides huge opportunities to outperform the benchmarks. The output of two empirical tests suggest that exposure to both markets is affected by fund managers. Some evidence is found on a yearly basis based on funds square measurement of excellent foretelling ability.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Even though many tools are available to support the decision makers, the process of organizing decision making is still at stake to biasing and errors, one of the promising approach for the managers in making well informed and evidence based business decision in Business Analytics (BA). By the means of research papers, two major reasons are stated for the failing of business analytics are Managers are in need for information while performing decision making and Business decisions are often made based on gut feeling and intuition ignoring path or all of the avail data. Author of the research investigate whether the information derived at the time influences the decision makers mind while making business decision, leading to different decision outcome. The research provides perspective and descriptive decision theory, insights into selective perception and behavior of decision making when giving warning about decision consequence. Based on the research results, the study depicts on how Business analytics can be potentially improved. [1]

For modelling a target of interest on a given set of input variables, modern predictive modeling techniques are commonly used. By this modern techniques input variables associated with the target are identified, but not to identify the relation between target and input. because in this scenario observational data is used. Fast and easy collection of data can be done by the latest technology. One of the problem of predictive model method is issuing of data cleansing. This document compares about ten modern predictive modeling techniques over the past 6 years for predicting college graduation rate. The input variables used in the modern predictive modeling techniques are ‘pre-college’ performance, ‘first-year’ college performance and variables on various social economic values, variables related to university learning environment. The consequences of quality of data, modeling techniques selection and applying predictive modeling techniques are discussed.[2]

Recently, in bank loans several risks square measure concerned, significantly for the banks therefore on cut their principal loss. The risks analysis and default analysis becomes crucial thenceforth. Banks hold immense information associated with shopper behavior from that they’re unable to conclude to a choice. Data processing is employed to analysis the information that aims in extracting valuable information from immense quantity of complicated data blocks. The model is developed supported call tree as base that uses the functions on the market within the R Package. Before developing the model, the dataset is pre-processed, reduced and prepared to produce economical predictions. the ultimate model is used for prediction with the take a glance at dataset and so the experimental results prove the efficiency of the designed model.[3]Accurate financial prediction is of nice interest for investors.

The purpose is to use information analytics in aiding with investors for creating right money prediction in order that right call on investment will be taken. 2 platforms area unit used for operation: Python and R. techniques like Arima, Holt winters, and neural networks (Feed forward and Multi-layer preceptor), regression and statistic area unit enforced to forecast the gap index value performance in R. jointly in python, Multi-layer instructor and support vector regression area unit enforced for statement dandy fifty stocks. dandy fifty (^NSEI) stock contents area unit thought of as a knowledge input for ways that area unit enforced. Nine years of information is employed. Once examination with the particular value of the stocks, the accuracy was calculated victimization 2-3 years of forecast results of R and a pair of months of forecast results of Python. Mean square error and different error parameters for each prediction system were calculated and it's found that feed forward network solely produces 1.81598342% error once gap value of stock is forecasted victimization constant method [4].

Machine learning may be a growing technique for building analytic models for machines to “learn” from information and be ready to do prognostic analysis. The power of machines to “learn” and do prognostic analysis is extremely vital during this era of massive information and it's a good vary of application areas. i.e. banks and money establishments area unit usually moon-faced with the challenge of what risk factors to think about once motility credit to customers. For many features/attributes of the purchasers area unit usually taken into thought, however most of those options have very little prognostic result on the credit goodness of or the customer's goodness upon his goodwill. Further, a sturdy and effective automatic bank credit risk score which will aid within the prediction of client credit goodness terribly accurately continues to be a serious challenge moon-faced by several banks. We tend to examine real bank credit info and conduct several machine learning algorithms on (the information the knowledge) for comparative analysis and to make your mind up thereon algorithms area unit the foremost effective applicable learning bank credit data. The algorithms gave over eighthith accuracy in prediction. Moreover, the foremost vital options that confirm whether or not a client can default or otherwise in paying his/her credit future month area unit extracted from a complete of twenty three options. We tend to then applied these most vital options on some chosen machine learning algorithms and compare their prognostic accuracy with the opposite algorithms that used all the twenty three options. The results show no important distinction, signifying that these options will accurately confirm the credit goodness of the purchasers. we tend to tend to formulate prophetic model exploitation the foremost important choices to predict the credit goodness of a given shopper.[5] to formulate banks’ risk automatic system.

III. EXISTING MODEL ANALYSIS

Data Analytics though has been there for many years recent advancement in technology like cloud services, new computational language and lower hardware cost has opened many doors. Until now, predictive models were designed and used only by western banks and credit rating agencies like Goldman Sachs, Jp Morgan etc. Several banks and money establishments give a excess of monetary (as well as insurance) merchandise and services, and function one stop buy customers.
Given the one stop searching format, money services corporations ask for to cross sell their merchandise and services to customers. Despite, the supply of knowledge concerning their existing customers, few corporations actively leverages this data to raise style their product and repair offerings. But none of these models are building in an open source manner with a widely accepted technology and packages that can used even by an amateur retail investor, stock brokers traders and mutual fund managers. With BSE and NSE moving so fast into digitalization of financial, market to such extend that even automated algorithmic trading is happening in Mumbai, there is a necessity to build such predictive model with mostly widely user-friendly tool that can serve the purpose of retail investors.

IV. PROPOSED MODEL

Predictive modeling strategies usually deliver a lot of correct predictions of risk than ancient scorecards. With a lot of correct predictions of risk, a lot of credit will be extended to a lot of candidates, whereas maintaining or perhaps reducing the general default rate. Thus, prophetical models will increase profits. Whereas moving from a standard model to prophetical model accuracy will be considerably improved associated additionally will increase profits whereas decreasing risk for an capitalist. The proposed model has been designed to be suitable more for retail investors and financial startups who want to automate and manage their investment decisions over thousands of companies and options available in financial market. With stock brokers like Zerodha providing API and infrastructure facilities for retail investors to do algorithm based automatic trading, small time investors can start using open language like R to build predictive models as proposed here and come up with informed decision before investing especially when one needs to make a decision in a split of a second based on movement in financial markets.

Fig. 1.1. Data Analytics process flowchart

V. MODEL DESIGN

Analytics usually involves:
- Identify the problem or opportunity for value creation.
- Identify sources of data (primary as well secondary data sources).
- Pre-process the data for issues such as missing and incorrect data. Generate derived variables and transform the data if necessary. Prepare the data for analytics model building.
- Divide the data sets into subsets training and validation data sets.
- Build analytical models and identify the best model(s) using model performance in validation data.
- Implement solution/decision/develop product.

The type of analytics to be followed is a supervised learning algorithm i.e: when the coaching knowledge set has each predictors (input) and outcome (output) variables, we have a tendency to use supervised learning algorithms wherever the training is supervised by the actual fact that predictors (x) and therefore the outcome (y) square measure accessible for the model to use. Techniques like regression, logistical regression, call learning, random forest so square measure supervised learning algorithms.

Fig. 1.2. Different categories of analytics

Data collection & pre-processing:

The conversion of information to valid data through a process is called data processing.

Data is manipulated to provide results that end in a resolution of a haul or improvement of associate existing state of affairs. almost like a production methodology, it follows a cycle wherever inputs (raw data) a, fed to a method (computer systems, software, etc.) to supply output (information and insights). The process includes activities like information collection and entry, summary of the collected information, calculation based on the requirement and storage of the information, etc. helpful and informative output is given in varied acceptable forms like diagrams, reports, graphics, etc. The data of more than 3000 companies has been collected from the financial statements available in BSE/NSE website and has been reentered into excel for pre-processing.
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List of performance parameters taken for every company to be analyzed
Preparation of data involves the manipulation of knowledge into a kind appropriate for additional analysis and process. Data can not be processed and will be checked for accuracy. Preparation is regarding constructing a data set from one or further information sources to be used for any exploration and method. Analyzing data that has not been painstakingly screened for problems can prove extraordinarily dishonorable results that unit heavily obsessed on the quality of knowledge prepared. This method has been dead mistreatment the stand out with the assistance of kurtosis tool.

Descriptive Analytics:
90% of organizations these days use descriptive analytics that is that the most simple type of analytics, analyses the data in real-time with its preceding data (historical data) for insights on how to approach the future. The main objective of descriptive analytics is to find out the cause behind success or failure in the past. The ‘Past’ here, refers to any particular time in which an event had occurred and this could be a month ago or even just a minute ago. The majority of big data analytics used by organizations falls into the category of descriptive analytics. Descriptive analytics is the simplest form of analytics that mainly uses simple descriptive statistics, data visualization techniques and business-related queries to understand past data. One of the primary objectives of descriptive analytics is innovative ways of data summarization. Descriptive analytics is used for understanding the trends in past data which can be useful for generating insights. So, based on intuition of performance parameters, they have been classified into positive and negative in order to understand the effect of such parameter on the company performance as follows. Apart from this, the statistical summary of all parameters has also been calculated using the R package and the code for the same.

Types of data measurement scales:
Structured data can be either numeric or alpha numeric and may follow different scales of measurement(levels). It is important to understand the type of variables within the data with respect to the measurement scale since the model specification while building analytics models such as regression may depend on the scale of measurement.

Nominal Scale (qualitative data):
It refers to variables that are basically names and also known as categorical variables. For example, variables such as marital status and industry type fall under nominal scale. During data collection, it is usual to assign a numerical code to represent a nominal variable. While developing a regression model, categorical variables are converted using dummy variables before building the regression models.

Measurement of central tendency:
It is the measures that are used for describing the data using a single value. Mean, median and mode are the three measures of central tendency and are frequently used to compare data sets. Measures of central tendency help users to summarize and comprehend the data.

Measures of variation:
One of the primary objectives of analytics is to understand the variability in the data. Predictive analytics techniques such as regression attempt to explain variation in the outcome variable(Y) using predictor variables(X). Variability in the data is measured using the following:
1. Range
2. Inter – Quartile Distance (IQQD)
3. Variance
VI. PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Predictive analytics helps in predicting the end result of a future by utilizing numerous applied mathematics and machine learning algorithms. However, the accuracy of predictions is not 100%, as a result of it's predicated on prospects to form predictions, algorithms take info and fill among the missing info with very best guesses. This info is pooled with historical info gift among the CRM systems, POS Systems, ERP and hour systems to appear for information patterns and determine relationships among numerous variables within the dataset. Organizations ought to maximize hiring a gaggle of information scientists in 2016 World Health Organization will develop applied mathematics and machine leaning algorithms to push prognostic analytics and style an efficient business strategy. Prognostic analytics will be any categorized for Forecasting- What if the present trends continue? Organizations like Walmart, Amazon and alternative retailers leverage prognostic analytics to spot trends in sales supported purchase patterns of consumers, foretelling client behavior, foretelling inventory levels, predicting what product customers' unit of measurement most likely to induce on so as that they're going to provide bespoke recommendations, predicting the quantity of sales at the tip of the quarter or year. The simplest example where prognostic analytics notice a nice application is in producing the credit score. A credit score helps financial institutions to decide the possibility of a consumer paying credit bills on time. Within the analytics capability maturity model (ACMM), prognostic analytics comes when descriptive analytics and is the most vital analytic capabilities. It aims to predict the chance of prevalence of a future event like foretelling demand for products/services.

Introduction to correlation:

One of the challenging tasks in analytics, especially in predictive analytics is identifying the variables or features that may be associated to the response variable or the outcome variable that is of interest to the data scientists. Organizations collect data on several variables, sometimes the number of variables can run into thousands (including derived variables such as ratios and interactions).

Classification problems:

It is an important category of problems in analytics in which the response variable(Y) takes a discrete value. In classification problems, the primary objective is to predict the class of a customer (or class probability) based on the values of explanatory variables or predictors.

Binary logistic regression:

Logistic regression is a statistical model in which the response variable takes a discrete value and the explanatory variables can either be continuous or discrete. Logistic regression is one of the supervised learning algorithms. We will be discussing binary logistic regression in which the response variables take only two values. For example, assume the value of Y is either 1(positive outcome) or 0(negative outcome). When there are more than two values of Y, then multinationa logistic regression model is used.

\[ \ln\left(\frac{P(Y=1)}{1-P(Y=1)}\right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \ldots + \beta_m X_m \]  

(1)

Decision tree:

It is a collection of predictive analytics techniques that use tree-like graphs for predicting the values of a response variable (or target variable) based on the values of explanatory variables (or predictors). It is one of the supervised learning algorithms used for predicting both the discrete and the continuous dependent variable. In a decision tree learning, when the response variable takes discrete values then the decision trees are called classification trees. These are effective for solving classification problems in which the response variable (target variable) takes discrete values. Decision trees employ divide – and-conquer strategy in which the original data is divided into multiple groups or subsets, and the strategy is to establish groups such that within groups the data is homogeneous. This means that the data in the group is dominated by one class. Decision tree use following criteria:

Splitting criteria: it is used to split a node (set of data) into subsets.

Merging criteria: when the predictor variable is categorical with n categories, it is possible that not all n categories may be statistically significant. Thus, few categories may be emerged to create a compound or aggregate category.

Stopping criteria: stopping criteria is used for pruning the tree to reduce the complexity associated with business rules generated from the tree. Usually levels (depth) from root node, minimum number of observations in a node for splitting are used as stopping criteria.

The following steps are used for generating decision tree:

1. Start with the root node in which all the data is present. Decide on a splitting criterion and stopping criteria: the root node is the split into two or more subsets leading to tree branches (called edges) using the splitting criterion. Nodes thus created are known as internal nodes. Each internal node has exactly one incoming edge.

2. Further divide each internal node until no further splitting is possible or the stopping criterion is met. The terminal nodes (aka leaf nodes) will not have any outgoing edges.

3. Terminal nodes are used for generating business rules.

4. Tree pruning (restricting the size of the tree) is used to avoid large trees and over fitting the data. It is achieved through different stopping criteria.

Random Forest:

It is one of popular ensemble method in which several trees are developed using different sampling strategies. One of the most frequently used sampling strategy is the bootstrap aggregating (or bagging). Bagging is a random sampling with replacement. A new observation is classified by using all the trees developed in the random forest and majority voting is used for deciding the class. They are developed using:
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Assume that the training data has N observations. One need to generate several samples of size M (M < N) with replacement (called bagging). Let the number of samples based on sampling of the training data set be S1. If the data has n predictors, sample m predictors (M < N)

- Develop trees for each of the samples generated in step 1 using the sample of predictors from step 2 using CART.
- Repeat step 3 for all the samples generated in step 1.
- Predict the class of a new observation using majority voting based on all trees.

**Validation of Predictive model:**

Sensitivity, specificity, and precision:

In logistic regression, the model performance is often measured using concepts such as sensitivity, specificity and precision. The ability of the model to correctly classify positivity’s and negativity’s are called sensitivity and specificity, respectively. The terminologies sensitivity and specificity originated in medical diagnostics. In medical diagnostics, sensitivity (true positive rate) measures the ability of a diagnostic test to identify disease if it is present in a patient (test positive). That is,

Sensitivity = P (diagnostic test is positive | patient has disease)

In generic case,

Sensitivity = P (model classifies Yi as positive | Yi is positive)

Sensitivity can be calculated using the following equation:

Sensitivity = True Positive (TP)/True positive (TP) + False Negative (FN)

Where true positive (TP) is the number of positives correctly classified as positives by the model and False negative (TN) is positives misclassified as negative by the model. Sensitivity is also called recall.

Specificity is the ability of the diagnostics test to correctly classify the test as negative when the disease is not present. That is,

Specificity = P (model classifies Yi as negative | Yi is negative)

Specificity can be calculated using the following equation:

Specificity = True Negative (TN)/True negative (TN) + False positive (FP)

**Credit score using logistic regression:**

Many credit rating organizations use a range of score (say between two values A and B) called credit score to measure the credit worthiness of a customer. For example, one of the popular credit scores, FICO (Fair, Isaac and Company) has a range between 300 and 850. FICO score is calculated using multiple parameters such as payment history, debt burden, length of credit history, type of credit, etc.

A logistic regression model can be used for generating a credit score between any two values A and B using:

\[
\text{Credit score of customer} = A + (B - A) \times [1 - \text{P}(Y=1)]
\]

For example, if A=300 and B=850, then the credit score is given by

Credit score of customer = 300 + 550 \times [1 - \text{P}(Y=1)].
VII. CONCLUSION

Based on the training data set and validation criteria the model created using R has shown an accuracy rate of 94%. Using inferior quality data is one problem that needs to be considered very carefully before using models built using R. Anticipating human behavior is once computers and algorithms fail to contemplate variables from dynamical weather to moods to relationships which may influence selections. This is where Big data integration can come in handy and in future Prescriptive analytics which is the successor of predictive analytics can suggest possible outcomes and leads to actions that area unit seemingly to expand key business metrics.

Prescriptive analytics is a sophisticated analytics conception supported optimization that helps accomplish the most effective outcomes and random optimization that helps perceive a way to accomplish the most effective outcome and determine knowledge uncertainties to create higher selections.
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